GARDINER INTERNAL GLASS CLEANING SYSTEM
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. SYSTEM PART’S LIST
☐

Gardiner Backpack Sprayer (if selected)– With hose and EZ-Snap Connectors

☐

Telescopic Pole of Choice

☐

Pole Hose pack with EZ-Snap connector / Trigger Valve with EZ-Snap connectors

☐

Vikan Mop Frame and 3x Microfibre Mop Heads

☐

Angle Adapter Gooseneck and Overspray Conversion Kit

☐

Please check all above parts are present before assembly

2. INITIAL ASSEMBLY FOR USE
☐

Put at least 1 litre of Purified Water into the backpack Connect the trigger valve to the outlet hose.

☐

Slide the pole hose pack up the pole, fit the angle adapter gooseneck and slide pole hose through.

☐

Attach the Vikan Adapter part to the gooseneck and slide on the Overspray Mount. Attach the small jet holder
to the mount and connect the tube and connector provided.

☐

Clip on the Vikan Mop Head Frame and Velcro attach a Microfibre Mop to the frame.

☐

Connect the pole hose to the overspray connector. Plug the pole connector in to the trigger coupling.

☐

You are now ready to begin using the system

3. BASIC OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
☐

Starting at the top of internal glass, extend the telescopic pole so that the mop head comfortably reaches the
top of the glass.

☐

Switch on the backpack, with the trigger within easy reach (may want to hold the hose by the trigger). Position
the mop head about 20cm below the top of the glass and momentarily press the trigger so that the water
sprays on to the glass for just a moment.

☐

Then slide the mop head over the wet glass and clean a section of glass with the now dampened head.

☐

Clean a small section at a time, allow glass to dry slightly before polishing again with the mop head with no
extra water. Try to clean all glass of a similar height at the same time, before retracting the pole down slightly
and cleaning the next layer down.

4. CLEANING TIPS
☐

It is best to use this system regularly so that the glass does not become heavily soiled.

☐

On heavily soiled glass it is recommended that the glass is cleaned with a very wet microfiber head and then
the mop head is replaced with a spare mop head before polishing the glass dry.

☐

For regularly cleaned and lightly soiled glass it is often possible to just lightly damp the mop head initially and
use to carry out a single polish of the glass.

☐

The backpack can be worn on the back, or over one shoulder or placed on the floor nearby.

☐

Practice on low level glass until proficient before trying glass at height.

